get to help us identify who’s more at risk than the next person.

QOF encouraged us to identify chronic kidney disease (CKD), and now overburdened by its commonness, we are at risk of throwing away all we have achieved. Few diagnoses are predictably associated with such a dramatic increase in cardiovascular risk and none are so easily identified by a cheap and easily available blood test. The clustering of vascular pathologies with diabetes and hypertension makes this burden of disease the greatest challenge for the next generation of patients and doctors.

We investigated the reassurance given by NICE, that the previous decade’s CKD QOF initiative had improved the identification and management of CKD. In a practice population of 10,264, 9% of adults aged ≥18 years had a diagnosis of CKD on repeated testing. Despite this remarkable prevalence (usual estimates 3–6%), a total of 75% of these patients with CKD were unaware of the diagnosis, and in more than 25% both GP and patients were unaware of the condition. The results demonstrated that this lack of awareness was not limited to those with mild renal compromise but applied to one-third of patients with CKD stage 4. Our short intervention, either by phone or letter, significantly improved attainment of NICE (health indicator and education) criteria but also identified the continued confusion between CKD and lower urinary tract symptoms.

It’s time to remember why we estimated renal function in the first place. In a world of uncertainty, this is information for free. When associated with hypertension, diabetes, proteinuria, and vascular disease — pause — look again and feel confident that CKD means something. The lower the number the higher the risk.1
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Interpretation of electrocardiograms in primary care

The recently published article by Begg and colleagues, Electrocardiogram interpretation and arrhythmia management: a primary and secondary care survey1, found that within primary care there was substantial error in the interpretation of electrocardiograms (ECGs) by healthcare professionals (HCPs), predominately comprising GPs, than secondary care cardiologists. Moreover, one-third of HCPs felt uncomfortable with interpreting ECGs. Begg and colleagues discuss the implications of unsafe ECG analysis and the wider impact on clinical practice. One proposed solution to this may be analysis of ECGs remotely by secondary care specialists.2

Another recent survey determined the views of HCPs in primary care about screening for atrial fibrillation (AF).3 There were similar findings between both surveys such as access to and interpretation of ECGs within practices. Taggar and colleagues also reported enthusiasm by GPs and nurses to up-skill in ECG interpretation.3 These findings suggest that alternative models to improve accuracy of ECG interpretation warrant consideration, such as the development of validated, evidence-based ECG training programmes for primary care HCPs. The model suggested by Begg and colleagues could still be delivered within primary care using the hub and spoke/confederated working, with hub practices having the role of up-skilled ECG interpretation.

To minimise the increased burden on existing resources within primary or secondary care there is the potential to triage ECGs, referring only ECGs that are identified as abnormal. A systematic review compared the accuracy of different methods for interpreting 12-lead ECGs for AF diagnosis.1 Compared with ECGs interpreted by trained cardiac specialists, automated software analysis had greater specificity for AF diagnosis than other HCPs.1 Automated software therefore has the potential to be used as a triage tool to correctly identify normal ECGs that do not require further analysis; ECGs identified as abnormal would warrant further interpretation by a trained professional.

There is growing evidence suggesting that skills of primary care HCPs for interpreting 12-lead ECGs needs improving; there are a number of approaches to achieve this that warrant further investigation and evaluation.
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Correction
In June 2016 Research by Prins A, Hemke F, Pols J, Moll van Charante EP. Diagnosing dementia in Dutch general practice: a qualitative study of GPs’ practices and views, Br J Gen Pract 2016; DOI: 10.3399/bjgp16X685237, the authors’ affiliations were shown incorrectly, and should have been: A Prins, MD, GP, Department of General Practice, Academic Medical Center, University of Amsterdam; F Hemke, MD, GP trainee, Department of General Practice, Academic Medical Center, University of Amsterdam; EP Moll van Charante, MD, PhD, senior researcher, Department of General Practice, Academic Medical Center, Amsterdam; J Pols, PhD, Socrates professor, Department of Anthropology, University of Amsterdam and associate professor, Section of Medical Ethics, Department of General Practice, Academic Medical Centre, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, the Netherlands. J Pols, PhD, Socrates professor, Department of Anthropology, University of Amsterdam and associate professor, Section of Medical Ethics, Department of General Practice, Academic Medical Centre, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, the Netherlands. The online version has been corrected. We apologise for this error. DOI: 10.3399/bjgp16X686305.